Abstract. Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) code assignment is a fundamental problem in Wideband Code-Division MultipleAccess (W-CDMA) systems, which play an important role in third generation mobile communications. In the OVSF problem, codes must be assigned to incoming code requests, with different data rate requirements, in such a way that they are mutually orthogonal with respect to an OVSF code tree. An OVSF code tree is a complete binary tree in which each node represents a code associated with the combined bandwidths of its two children. To be mutually orthogonal, each leaf-to-root path must contain at most one assigned code. In this paper, we focus on the online version of the OVSF code assignment problem, in the oftenstudied context of the single cell as well as in the more general context of the whole multi-cell cellular network (for which there are no known results). With the help of 1/8 and 11/8 extra bandwidth resources, we are able to give a 5-competitive algorithm in the single cell and the multicell context respectively, which means that the competitive ratio is a constant and not a function of the height of the OVSF tree and thereby improving upon past results.
Introduction
Wideband Code-Division Multiple-Access (W-CDMA) technology is one of the main technologies widely-developed in recent years for the implementation of third-generation (3G) cellular systems. We consider the well-studied problem of Orthogonal Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) code assignment in W-CDMA systems [5, 6, 9, 10, 12] .
OVSF is an implementation of CDMA wherein, before each signal is transmitted, the spectrum is spread according to a unique code, which is derived from an OVSF code tree. An OVSF code tree is a complete binary tree. Users have requests for different data rates, and we accommodate these different requests by assigning codes at different levels of the OVSF code tree, with the root being at the highest level and representing the entire bandwidth of the wireless system. The code at any node other than the root denotes the bandwidth half that of its parent in the tree. In any legal assignment in the code tree, no two assigned codes lie on a single path from the root to a leaf, i.e., any two assigned codes are mutually orthogonal. The subset of nodes in the code tree, which forms a legal assignment, is called a code assignment (CA) . A node x is said to be free if there are no assigned nodes in every root-to-leaf path containing x, and thus making x an assigned node would still result in a legal assignment. For convenience, we use the words "code" and "node" interchangeably. Fig. 1 is an example of an OVSF code tree with the code assignment represented by the darkened nodes marked as c, d, e, g and i. To illustrate the essence of the OVSF code assignment problem, consider the configuration shown in Fig. 1 . Let Req(x) denote the request to which code x is assigned, and let reassign x to y denote the reassignment of Req(x) to code y and the freeing of code x (i.e. making x a free code). Suppose a level-2 code request arrives followed by a level-3 code request. If we assigned code b to the first request, we would have to make two code reassignments before we can assign code a to the second request, e.g. reassign b to h (and thereby freeing b) and reassign c to f (freeing c and consequently a). If, on the other hand, h were assigned to the first request, only one reassignment would be needed to satisfy the second request, i.e. reassign c to f (freeing c and consequently a), and then assign code a to the second request.
Since each reassignment requires processing overhead and may affect the quality of communications, a natural goal would be to minimize the number of reassignments. Note that this problem will not be too difficult and can be solved optimally by a greedy strategy if codes were never released. However, when codes can be released, the code tree can be fragmented so that many reassignments might be needed if a good assignment algorithm were not used.
In general, the algorithm for OVSF code assignment is expected to handle a sequence σ = (C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C k , . . .) of code operations over time, each operation C k being either to request a code at a particular level or to release an assigned code. Note that, if the total bandwidth of any set of mutually orthogonal free codes is less than the bandwidth required by a code request, the new code request cannot be satisfied. In this paper, without loss of generality, we assume that all requests in σ can be satisfied (since we can easily check whether a new code request can be satisfied), and after each request is satisfied, a legal assignment results.
The OVSF code assignment problem is hard, and the approach has often been to produce heuristics, whose performance is measured by the approximation (or competitive) ratio, which compares the cost of the algorithm to the cost of optimal off-line scheme where cost is the total number of assignments or reassignments done by the algorithm.
The problem has been studied extensively in recent years, and we have the off-line and online versions of this problem.
-Off-line CA Problem
Given a sequence σ of code operations, find a sequence of code assignments such that the total number of reassignments is minimum, assuming the initial code tree is empty. This problem was proved to be NP-hard by Marco Tomamichel [11] , who also gave an exponential-time algorithm to solve it.
-Online CA Problem
The operations in the sequence σ arrive through time. At any time t > 0, we only know about the operations until t and have no information about any future operation C t with t > t. The problem is to find a sequence of code assignments such that the total number of reassignments is minimum. Erlebach et al [5] gave an O(h)-competitive algorithm for this problem, where h is the height of the OVSF code tree. They also proved that the lower bound on the competitive ratio of this problem is 1.5. With resource augmentation [7] , which means the online algorithm is allowed to use more bandwidth than the optimal scheme, a 4-competitive algorithm with a double-bandwidth code tree was given in [5] .
In this paper, we focus on the Online CA Problem. In Section 2, for the single-cell context, we give a new constant-competitive algorithm, using less extra bandwidth (less resource augmentation) to improve upon previous results. As far as we know, the Online CA Problem for multi-cell cellular networks has not been studied. In Section 3, we apply the techniques used in Section 2 in the context of the whole multi-cell cellular network to give a new constantcompetitive algorithm.
Code Assignment in a Single Cell
Our online algorithm, Online-CA-Cell, makes use of extra resource in the form of an additional, albeit smaller, OVSF tree. Therefore, we talk about code assignments in the main OVSF tree and in a separate extra OVSF tree.
There are two properties that Online-CA-Cell seeks to maintain: (a) for any set of mutually orthogonal free codes in the main tree, there is at most one free code at each level; and (b) at each level of the extra tree, there is at most one assigned code. Fig. 2(a) shows an example of a main tree that have assigned codes, which are sorted and compacted. "Sorted" means that assigned codes are in non-decreasing order in terms of level (from left to right); and "compacted" means that, at each level, there is at most one free code. example of an extra tree. Online-CA-Cell is comprised of the method for handling each code request and the method for handling each code release. When a level-i code request arrives, Online-CA-Cell first tries to satisfy the request in the main tree. Note that, we need only to consider assignment or reassignment at level i or higher in the main tree, since the total bandwidth of any set of mutually orthogonal free codes at lower levels is not large enough to satisfy a request for level i (because there is at most one free code at every level). If there is no free code at level i in the main tree, Online-CA-Cell will then try to satisfy the request by assigning a code from the extra tree, and if the extra tree already contains an assigned code at level i, Online-CA-Cell will reassign the leftmost assigned code at the lowest level j > i in the main tree so as to free its offsprings in the main tree in order to accommodate the new request and the request of the assigned level-i code in the extra tree. The pseudo-code for code request is as follows:
Code-Request(R,i)--allocate a free code to satisfy the request R of level i if the main tree has a free code at level i then
Assign that free code to R. else if the extra tree contains no assigned node at level i then Assign the rightmost free code at level i in the extra tree to R. else Let w be the leftmost assigned code at lowest level j > i in the main tree. Apply Code-Request(Req(w),j) so as to free up w and its offspring codes. Assign the leftmost free code of level i in the main tree to R. For those assigned codes in the extra tree from level i to level j − 1 (if they exist) reassign them to the main tree.
end if
When a level-i code release of code x arrives, Online-CA-Cell might have to reassign the rightmost assigned code y at level i to x in order to maintain the compactness of the tree. The freeing up of y, however, could mean that there would be more than one free node at level i. So, part of the algorithm is to fix this up. The pseudo-code for code release is as follows:
Code-Release(x,i)--release code x at level i Let y be the rightmost assigned code at level i (in either main or extra tree). if x = y then Free x else Reassign y to x, freeing up y.
end if if there are two free codes at level i of the main tree, they must be children of z then Apply Code-Release(z,i + 1) end if
Let the amortized cost of each code request be 3 credits and each code release be 2 credits because a code assignment/reassignment costs 1 credit, while freeing a code costs 0. Next, we will define the potential function f (Fig. 3) . We shall show that the amortized cost of a code request or a code release can pay for the assignment/reassignment costs and the change of potentials.
The intuition behind the definition of potential function f is the following. The seven different cases shown in Fig. 3 exhaust all possible configurations of the assigned codes at level i. Configurations C 2 , C 5 and C 7 , which have 0, 1 and more than one assigned codes in the main tree, respectively, have an assigned code in the extra tree and have a potential value of 2 credits to compensate for the reassignment cost of bringing the assigned code in the extra tree back to the main tree if needed. Their corresponding configurations without assigned codes in the extra tree (i.e. C 1 , C 4 and C 6 ) do not carry any potential credits. The remaining configuration C 3 , which is the only configuration having an assigned code and a free code in the main tree (thus no assigned code in the extra tree), is associated with 1 potential credit to compensate for the cost of the reassignment of the rightmost code upon any code release at this level or lower levels. Proof. According to Code-Request(R,i), when a request R arrives at level i: if the main tree has a free code at level i: This configuration may be C 1 or C 3 , whose potential value is 0 or 1. Note that C 1 can have one or no free codes. After the assignment, the configuration is changed to C 4 or C 6 and the remaining number of credits is either 2 or 3 (code request cost + conf iguration potential − assignment cost), which is larger than the potential values of C 4 and C 6 . else if the extra tree contains no assigned code at level i: This configuration may be C 1 , C 4 or C 6 , whose potential value is 0. After the assignment, the configuration is changed to C 2 , C 5 or C 7 whose potential value is 2. Thus, the amortized cost of the code request can cover exactly the assignment cost and change of potential. else (There is an assigned code in the extra tree.) The configuration may be C 2 , C 5 or C 7 with potential value 2. After the assignment and Code-Request(Req (w),j), the configuration is changed to C 6 with potential value 0. Since we have to do two assignment/reassignments in this level, 3 credits will be left behind to cover the reassignment costs at higher levels, i.e. CodeRequest(Req(w),j). Note that, for those levels between i and j − 1 whose assigned codes are reassigned to the main tree, the reassignment costs can be covered by the change of potential. Fig. 3 will be maintained after each code release as described in Online-CA-Cell.
Lemma 2. Assume each code release is associated with 2 credits. The number of credits at each level of the main and extra tree as defined by the potential function f as given in

Proof. According to Code-Release(x, i), when a code x of level i is released:
Reassign y to x where y is the rightmost assigned code at level i: This costs one credit if y = x exists. After the assignment, the configuration cannot be C 2 , C 5 nor C 7 . If there is at most one free code at level i of the main tree: The configuration must be C 1 , C 4 , C 3 or C 6 derived respectively from C 4 , C 5 , C 6 or C 7 . We can easily check that the 2 credits associated with the code release operation can cover one reassignment cost and the increase of potential value of C 3 (no increase of potential value for C 1 , C 4 and C 6 ). If there are two free codes at level i of the main tree: After Code-Release(z,i + 1), the final configuration may be C 1 , C 4 or C 6 with potential value 0, respectively derived from the initial configuration C 4 , (C 3 or C 5 ), or (C 3 or C 7 ). Since the code release operation has 2 credits and freeing a code costs nothing, the remaining credits in level i is at least 2 (from the change of potential), which can cover the reassignments at level i + 1, i.e. CodeRelease(z, i + 1).
Theorem 1. Given a code tree T and extra tree T , which contains half the bandwidth of T , Algorithm Online-CA-Cell is 5-competitive.
Proof. Since the extra tree can contain at most one code at all levels from 1 to h − 2, the total bandwidth of the extra tree is at most half of T . Note that an extra code at level h − 1 is not possible because that would imply the total bandwidth of all assigned codes is larger than the bandwidth of T . Suppose there are m 1 code requests and m 2 code releases in the sequence. From Lemmas 1 and 2, we can see that, at any step, the credit of each level is at least 0. Thus, the total cost of Online-CA-Cell is at most 3m 1 + 2m 2 ≤ 5m 1 since the number of releases is at most the number of requests. The optimal cost is at least m 1 , and so, the competitive ratio of Online-CA-Cell is at most 5.
With the observation that the algorithm is k-competitive without any extra resource if each code request/release involves only a fixed number k of levels, we have a new 5-competitive algorithm with a extra code tree of 1/8 full bandwidth. We partition the main code tree into a lower part and an upper part. The lower part contains all the assigned codes from level 1 to h − 4 and its configuration is similar to the main tree and extra tree as described before. The extra tree contains codes from levels 1 to h − 4, and thus, the total bandwidth of the extra tree is 1/8 of the code tree. The upper part contains the assigned codes from level h − 3 to h − 1 which are sorted and compacted. Between the lower part and upper part, there is no free code of level h − 3. The potential of configurations at level i (1 ≤ i ≤ h − 4) is the same as the potential function defined in Fig. 3 , and each code request and code release is associated with 3 and 2 credits respectively. The algorithm for code request/release is the same as before for levels 1 to h − 4 and keeps the assigned codes sorted and compacted for levels h − 3 to h − 1.
When a code request (or release) arrives at level i (1 ≤ i ≤ h − 4), if the algorithm does not affect upper level h − 3, we can say the competitive ratio in this case is at most 5; otherwise, the algorithm in the lower part will give 3 (2 for release) credits to the upper part, which is enough to cover the cost of reassignments in the three levels from h − 3 to h − 1 (in the case of release, the two levels h − 3 and h − 2 since reassignment at level h − 1 is not possible). So, we can also say that the competitive ratio in this case is at most 5.
When a code request or release happens at level i (h − 3 ≤ i ≤ h), since the process does not affect the lower part, the competitive ratio in this case is at most 3. Thus, we have the following result.
Theorem 2. Given a code tree T and extra tree T which contains 1/8 the bandwidth of T , we can have a 5-competitive algorithm.
Code Assignment in Cellular Networks
The geographic area of a mobile communications network is usually divided into many small cellular regions and call requests may be made at any cell. The code assignment in a single cell can be considered as a special case of code assignment in multi-cell cellular networks. In this section, we study the online OVSF code assignment problem in multi-cell cellular networks.
In cellular networks, each cell contains a base station, which communicates with other base stations via a high-speed wired network. Communications between any two users (even within the same cell) must be established through base stations. When a call request arrives, the nearest base station must assign a code, whose bandwidth matches with the bandwidth of the call request and which is orthogonal to all the assigned codes in the OVSF code tree of its own cell and its neighboring cells in order to avoid interference.
Communications in cellular networks have been widely studied [1, 2, 3, 4, 8] , but mainly focus on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) networks, which are the backbone for 1G/2G wireless communications. This is the first study on OVSF code assignment in cellular network. We will give a constant-competitive algorithm for OVSF code assignment in cellular networks with resource augmentation [6] .
The cellular network can be 3-colored with {R, G, B} so that each cell has one color and neighboring cells have different colors. Each cell with a different color can use a different code tree for handling code requests and releases initiated at that cell. In order to achieve a constant-competitive ratio, a total of six code trees with full bandwidth will be needed using the resource augmentation approach given in [5] , whereas 3.375 code trees with full bandwidth would be sufficient using the approach in Section 2. However, we will introduce here an algorithm with a competitive ratio of 5 that uses only 19/8 = 2.375 code trees of full bandwidth. The cell with color X will use T X as its main tree and T x as its extra tree. T S will be shared by all cells. We will show in Theorem 3 that conflicts from different cells can never occur.
Online algorithm Online-CA-Network can be described as follows:
-For cells colored X (X ∈ {R, G, B}), perform Online-CA-Cell on T X and T x as the main and extra trees for all call operations in the cell colored X. In case the bandwidth of T X is not enough, use T S and T x for those calls that cannot be accommodated by T X . -When a code request asks for the bandwidth of the whole code tree, assign the root of T 1 , since there will be no other assigned code in this cell and its neighboring cells. Proof. As all neighboring cells use different code trees, there will be no interference as long as all the assigned codes in each cell are mutually orthogonal. Since Online-CA-Cell is applied to handle code operations in each cell, orthogonal assigned codes are ensured if Online-CA-Cell works properly with T X and T S , which is trivially true if T S is not used by any other cells. Suppose T S contains codes at level l assigned to call requests from a cell X. The total bandwidth of these codes must be greater than the total bandwidth of the free codes in T X (the main tree is "sorted" and "compacted"). Since the bandwidth of T X is B/2, assuming that the total bandwidth of the code tree is B, the total bandwidth of the assigned codes in the cell X is greater than B/2. Since the off-line optimal algorithm uses only one code tree, the total bandwidth of neighboring cells is no more than B. So the total bandwidth in each cell neighboring with X must be strictly less than B/2. Therefore, we can ensure that T S is used by at most one cell at any time, which means that the assigned codes in the main trees in cellular network do not affect each other. As for each extra tree in T 3 , the bandwidth is 1/8 of T 1 (T X and T S ), i.e., B/8. From Section 2, we know this is sufficient to handle all the extra codes, and the three subtrees of T 3 in the whole cellular network do not affect each other.
Since the analysis and code operations are similar to that in Online-CA-Cell, the competitive ratio of Online-CA-Network in the cellular network should be the same as the competitive ratio of Online-CA-Cell, which is 5-competitive.
The following result applies in the special case where all code requests are at the same level. Proof. We use two code trees T 1 and T 2 . Similar to Fig. 4 , let the two subtrees of T 1 be T R and T G , and let those of T 2 be T B and T S . Since all the requested bandwidth are the same, the extra trees as given in T 3 may not be needed.
Suppose there are m 1 code requests and m 2 code releases in a given sequence of code operations. Since each code request has 1 credit to pay for the assignment, and each code release has 1 credit to pay for the reassignment of the rightmost assigned code, the cost of our scheme is at most m 1 + m 2 ≤ 2m 1 since the number of releases is no more than the number of requests. Note that the cost of the optimal off-line algorithm is at least m 1 , and so we can say that our scheme is 2-competitive.
